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A geometric optimization problem

• Put n (n=4) points A, B, C, D on the hemisphere of radius 1, so 
that the sum of their mutual distances is maximal. 

• Two possible solutions: 

• (a):  D at the North Pole.

• (b):  A,B,C,D on the Equator.



Numerical Searching (for n=4,5,…,12)



Main Result

For any four points A, B, C, D on the hemisphere of radius 1, the 
sum of their distances is not great that 4+4*sqrt(2): i.e., 

and, up to congruent, the optimal configuration is formed by



Lemmas

• Lemma 1 (by human proof): If {A, B, C, D} is an optimal configuration 
for the maximal sum, then the center of the hemisphere must be 
contained in the interior (or surfaces) of the convex hull of A, B, C, D, 
and therefore, at least three of the four points lie on the equator of 
the hemisphere.

• Lemma 2 (easy): The following four points: 

A=(0, -1, 0), B=(sqrt(3)/2, 1/2, 0), C=(-sqrt(3)/2, 1/2, 0), D=(0, 0, -1)

form a local maximal configuration of the original problem. 



Lemmas

• Lemma 3 (automated deduction): For the following neighborhoods 
U, V, W and any points B in U∩S^2, C in V ∩S^2, and D in W 
∩S^2,  we have



Three neighborhoods in Lemma 3



Lemmas

• Lemma 4 (machine proof by numerical search): For A=(0,-1,0) and 
any B,C,D on the hemisphere that satisfy (B,C,D) in S^2\(U x V x W), 
the inequality

is also valid. 



Sketch of the Proof of Lemma 1.

• Lemma 1 (by human proof): If {A, B, C, D} is an optimal 
configuration for the maximal sum, then the center of the 
hemisphere must be contained in the interior (or surfaces) 
of the convex hull of A, B, C, D, and therefore, at least 
three of the four points lie on the equator of the 
hemisphere.

• Step1: Assume that {A,B,C,D} is an optimal configuration,  
K is the convex hull of {A, B, C, D}, O is the center of the 
hemisphere, and O\not\in K. Let Q \in K be the point so 
that d(O,Q)=min{d(O,P), P\in K}. Draw a plane 
perpendicular to OQ through point Q. Then this plane 
divides the sphere into two parts, one part is smaller and 
the other part is larger, and K is contained in the smaller 
part.  

• Step2: Draw the smallest sphere (red one in fig) that 
contains the small spherical cap. 



Sketch of the Proof of Lemma 1.

• Step2: Draw the smallest sphere (red one in fig) 
that contains the small spherical cap. The radius of 
this new sphere is less than 1. 

• Now K is contained the smaller hemisphere, 
formed by the perpendicular plane and the 
smaller sphere. 

• Let A’,B’,C’,D’ be the intersection points of 
QA,QB,QC,QD with the new sphere.

• A’B’>AB, A’C’>AC, …, C’D’>CD.



Sketch of the Proof of Lemma 1.

• A’B’>AB, A’C’>AC, …, C’D’>CD.

• We got 4 points A’, B’, C’, D’ on a smaller 
hemisphere with 

• A’B’+A’C’+…+C’D’>AB+AC+…+CD,

• This is contradicts to the assumption that {A,B,C,D} 
is optimal. 

• This proves that O\in K.  



Lemma 3  

• Lemma 3 (automated deduction): For the following neighborhoods 
U, V, W and any points B in U∩S^2, C in V ∩S^2, and D in W 
∩S^2,  we have



Proof of Lemma 3



Lemma3



Lemma 3: estimate the square-root 



Lemma 3: 





Lemma 3: estimate the higher order terms



Lemma 3: estimate the higher order terms



Lemma 3

• Therefore, we proved that when -1<s,t,u,v<1/7, and s+t>0, the 
inequality

f(A,B,C,D)=AB+BC+CA+AD+BD+CD <= 4+4*sqrt(2)

is valid.

(the condition s+t>0 is a technical assumption, which is always true

for optimal configuration).



Lemmas

• Lemma 4 (machine proof by numerical search): For A=(0,-1,0) and 
any B,C,D on the hemisphere that satisfy (B,C,D) in S^2\(U x V x W), 
the inequality

is also valid. 



Sketch of the Proof of Lemma 4

• We need to verify that: 

• Method: Construct a finite number of super-cubes in R^7, to 
cover the set M, 

• The edge of the 7D cube is 1/8. 



Sketch of the Proof of Lemma 4

• For each cube Sq x Sq x Cb, estimate 
the upper bound value of the function
f(A,B,C,D) on this super cube. 

• If the upper bound is less than

• 4+4*sqrt(2), then drop this cube;

• Otherwise, divide the 7D cube to 
2^(14)=16,384 cubes of edge 1/32, 
drop those cubes which has no 
intersection with M, and estimate 
f(A,B,C,D) on the remaining cubes.  



Sketch of the Proof of Lemma 4

• Do the above divide-and-conquer computation recursively, until 
on all small super-cubes the upper bound of f(A,B,C,D)<4+4sqrt(2) 
is verified. 



Unsolved Problems

(1) Prove or disprove that for n=5, the optimal configuration is the 
regular pentagon inscribed to the equator.  

(2) Prove or 
disprove that for 
n=6,…,12, the 
optimal 
configuration is 
the regular 
pyramid with 
apex at the 
north pole. 



Thank You!


